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Love, family, betrayal, intrigue...
Emotions have no geographical boundaries.

Dizi Channel
love, passion, action...

Dizi Channel is aimed at people 
of all ages who love the drama 
genre and want to watch critically-
acclaimed shows that 

 
Turkish and worldwide television.

best-performing drama series outside its home country.*
Turkey is the second highest exporter of TV series abroad after the US

**
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DISCOVER
The Best of Turkish Drama
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AVAILABLE LANGUAGES
Albanian | Arabic | Bulgarian | Croatian  

English | Macedonian | Polish | Portuguese 
| Romanian | Russian | Serbian | 

Dizis are now being watched by 700 million people in 146 countries

Turkey is globally the second highest exporter of TV series abroad, 
after the United States

Crosses cultural boundaries by capturing universal themes and family 
values

Big budget productions with avg. $200K budget per episode, and avg. 
40 episodes per series

Over 800 hours of  Dizis with 500 fresh hours per year of the best 
Turkish drama from major producers with international acclaim

Including: Brave and Beautiful, Kuzgun, Heart of the City, Insider, Endless Love, 
Ezel, Stiletto Vendetta, Wings of Love, Kurt Seyit and Shura, Karadayi, 20 Minutes, 
Five Brothers, Black Money Love, Red Scarf, Moms and Mothers, 8th Day, The End, 
My Heart Is In Aegean, Life is Good When You Are In Love,  Love and Pride,  
Swallow Storm, Time of Departure

A new episode daily at 20.00

Marathon catch-up weekends
SPIINTL.COM
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Since it launched in April 2019
50 Countries

10 Million Homes
13 Languages

                    Dizi Channel 
is among the top 25 channels 

on platforms where
its available

TARGET AUDIENCE

Dizi Segment Data
Dizi attracts a broad target audience 25-50+ and is aimed at people who love 
the “dizi” genre that like to watch critically acclaimed TV shows. 

While some of our series are more appealing to women, some action series 
attract male audiences as well.   

Audience Data
Turkish TV has expanded to audiences in 146 countries across the
world, reaching 700 million viewers in Europe, Middle East, Central Asia, Africa, 
and the U.S with more than 150 TV series.

Turkish dizis continue to top the ratings in CEE, especially in Spain.
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( Available in select territories )

THE INNOCENTS

The lives of Han’s family and the 
love story between him and

İnci, based on a true story.

Looking as a young, handsome and charismatic businessman from the 
outside, Han is filled with his family’s painful memories and tragedy 
inside. After turning back from the U.S, he devotes his life to his sisters 
and his dad.  Han isolates himself from any social activity or any kind of 
joy until the day, he sees İnci and immediately falls in love with her. For 

the first time in his life, Han will seek out his own happiness.

However, Safiye,  one of his sisters, obsessed with Han’s love life and 
never letting him have a girlfriend since she is afraid of losing him and 
when İnci and her family move to Han’s apartment as coincidence, 
everything gets complicated for Han and İnci.. Will Han and İnci manage 
to have a relationship with all the obstacles on their path? What will 
Safiye and Gülben do to avoid losing their brother to another woman? 

What is Han’s heritage from the family?
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Azra, a well-educated young girl who lived a perfect life until that day 
when her father was found dead and she was left alone by her 
stepmother in the streets with her autistic brother having no home or 
money. Things get more complex when Azra’s brother goes missing. 
Cenk, on the other hand, is a typical spoiled son of a wealthy family, an 
irresponsible young man who refuses to take over family business for 
which her argues over dominant grandmother Mrs. Feride all the time. 
Azra meets Mrs. Feride while searching for her brother. Adoring Azra her 
manners, Mrs. Feride makes Azra an incredible offer and the paths of 

Azra and Cenk cross and events start to unfold...



Firat Bolukbasi the young and skilled boxer, is going to have the fight 
of his life and win the trophy he has been dreaming of. However, on 
the same night, his wife Eylul passed away as she delivered their baby 
and before her death, she asked for one last wish. She wanted her 
husband to quit boxing and keep their son away from everything that 
kept her worried for years... The father and his son Gunes set foot in 
Istanbul, they start to fight with this stranger megacity along with 
Gunes’ disease. Once a great boxer, now a great father, Firat turns 
their struggle into a fairy world for his son… And they meet Doctor 
Suna who is there to offer a cure and covers all hospital expenses and 
everything else. But life hits hard and real-life miracles don’t last long. 
Like this one… 

SPIINTL.ccom

( Available in select territories )

HOLD MY HAND

The love story between a 
well-educated girl and a reckless boy 

which starts with a tragedy.

Azra, a well-educated young girl who lived a perfect life until that day 
when her father was found dead and she was left alone by her 
stepmother in the streets with her autistic brother having no home or 
money. Things get more complex when Azra’s brother goes missing. 
Cenk, on the other hand, is a typical spoiled son of a wealthy family, an 
irresponsible young man who refuses to take over family business for 
which her argues over dominant grandmother Mrs. Feride all the time. 
Azra meets Mrs. Feride while searching for her brother. Adoring Azra her 
manners, Mrs. Feride makes Azra an incredible offer and the paths of 

Azra and Cenk cross and events start to unfold...
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( Available in select territories )

MY CHAMPION

He was a boxer and now
just a father… A father who has

dedicated himself to his son

Firat Bolukbasi the young and skilled boxer, is going to have the fight 
of his life and win the trophy he has been dreaming of. However, on 
the same night, his wife Eylul passed away as she delivered their baby 
and before her death, she asked for one last wish. She wanted her 
husband to quit boxing and keep their son away from everything that 
kept her worried for years... The father and his son Gunes set foot in 
Istanbul, they start to fight with this stranger megacity along with 
Gunes’ disease. Once a great boxer, now a great father, Firat turns 
their struggle into a fairy world for his son… And they meet Doctor 
Suna who is there to offer a cure and covers all hospital expenses and 
everything else. But life hits hard and real-life miracles don’t last long. 
Like this one… 
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black money love

are brought together through a tragic event that unravels 

car next to a fairly old, rich business man. After the shock of her 
sudden death and the accusations of his love cheating on him, 

Black Money Love will 
captivate audiences with the 

thrilling love story between 
Ömer and Elif, their ambitions 

and their secrets.

* The drama received top ratings, traveled the world to several regions
and reached more than 140 countries.

( Available in select territories )

International
Emmy Awards
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International
Emmy Awards
2015 Nominee

International
Emmy Awards
2015 Nominee

*The series has been sold to over 80 countries translated into more than 50 languages.

Award-winning series about
a desperate love story and
the search for justice. 
karadayı
Istanbul, 1970s. The Kara family is highly respected in the working 
class area where they live and Mahir’s father Nazif is looked upon as 
‘Karadayi’– the benign godfather of the area, who people turn to for 
advice and help in time of need. Unfortunately, the family’s life turns 
upside down because of a wrongful accusation that results in the 
imprisonment of Nazif Kara for a murder he didn’t commit.

Best Supporting Actor

2013
Actor of the Year  

GQ MEN OF THE 
YEAR 
2013

Actor of the Year  

Actress of the Year 

JOURNALISTS 
ASSOCIATION 

2013

*The series has been sold to over 50 countries.
( Available in select territories )
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*The series has been sold to 55 countries.
( Available in select territories )

No matter how many years
you’ve set your life, it takes
20 minutes to take it all away.
20 mınutes
20 Minutes tells the story of the mild-mannered history teacher Ali, 
who is thrown into a world of action and intrigue when his beloved wife 
Melek is arrested for the attempted murder of a young man – Kerim. Ali 

did not know he had, in order to free his wife and reclaim his family life. 

The series magnetized audiences from all around the world, from 
Sweden and Hungary to Iran, Pakistan and Ethiopia. Tuba Büyüküstün 
is the most popular Turkish actress in the Middle East. At the 42nd 
International Emmy Awards, 20 MINUTES has been prenominated for 
the Best Series category. 

Nominee for
¨Best Performance

by an Actress¨
Tuba Büyüküstün

International
Emmy Awards

2014
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If you like historical shows with 
elaborate costumes, a passionate 

love story, and a lot of melodrama, 
then this series is just for you.

Kurt Seyit & Shura
Kurt Seyit & Shura is about the adventures of two people in love 

dragged to Istanbul. With a periodic drama plot that plays out across 
Russia, Ukraine and Turkey, this true international drama magnetizes 

audiences in any country in the world. 

In 2015, the series aired on Mundo FOX TV and ranked in top slots 
among prime time series in the US.Best Actress in a TV Series  

or a Movie 
Farah Zeynep Abdullah

9TH GALATASARAY 
UNIVERSITY 

‘BEST OF 2014’ AWARDS 
2013

* The series has been sold to over 50 countries.
( Available in select territories )
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moms and mothers

women whose lives become unexpectedly intertwined. Kader lives in 
a small village in Anatolia and longs for nothing more than a happy 
life with Mustafa, but following a tragic accident, she is left alone 
in Istanbul. Zeliha is a smart, educated woman whose passionate 
relationship with the activist Murat leaves her in danger and ultimately 

The beautiful story of
the relationship between

two women from two

( Available in select territories )
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8th day
Bahar is a clever and cheerful college student. She has grown in wealth 
and lived a happy life... Until one day when everything turns upside down. 

is killed. Bahar steps aways from her safe life, into a dark world. People 
who killed her mother are after Bahar now. She tries to survive her 
enemies while working to solve the mystery behind her mother’s death. 
In “The 8th Day”, you will watch how Bahar’s perfect life changes dramatically 
with the mysterious disappearance of her mother. Will Bahar manage 
to survive and unveil the mystery behind her mother’s dissappearance? 

( Available in select territories )

When nothing is
what it seems,

anything is possible. 

SPIINTL.COM
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stıletto vendetta

Vendetta  tells the story of a never-ending war between “the good” and

the four women’s paths cross again. For them, life will never be the same.

In Stiletto Vendetta, you will watch the lives of four powerful women 
Oya, Merve, Pelin, and Arzu, who appear to be close friends, but really 
harbor passion, grudge, and envy to each other. Will Oya forgive 
her old friends or seek revenge? Will Merve continue to run the 

end? Welcome to a game of power like you have never seen before.

A glamorous suburban 
tale of revenge that 

entails high stakes and 
high fashion. 

* The series has been sold to over 45 countries.
( Available in select territories )

Seoul
International 

Drama Awards 
2018 Nominee

Golden Palm 
Awards

2018 Nominee
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A thrilling cat-and-mouse game 
with shocking twists and turns.

INSIDER
Two students at the Police Academy, Sarp and Mert, are the biggest rivals 
of each other, unaware of the fact that they are actually brothers. Just 
as Sarp is about to graduate from the police academy, he is assigned to 

begging as a small child by Celal, alongside a little boy, Mert. Sarp eventually 
discovers that Mert is his long-lost brother. The siblings are reunited but 

*The series has been sold to over 50 countries
( Available in select territories )

s

s

Pantene 
Golden 

Awards

Turkey Youth
Awards

SPIINTL.COM
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wıngs of love

be able to give her son a better life. However things take an unexpected 

side and escapes with the help of one of his employees, Alper. The two 

dangerous battle?
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A fast-paced thriller full of 
drama, romance and action!

*The series has been sold to over 45 countries.
( Available in select territories )
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endless love
Kemal, a mine engineering student and son to lower middle-class parents 
and Nihan, the precious daughter of a wealthy family, fall deeply in love 

together until Kemal has to leave Istanbul to work in a mine in Zonguldak. 
When a series of unexpected events start to unfold, Nihan ends up 

confront Nihan, Emir and everything else that made him leave it all behind. 
Will destiny succeed in bringing back the two lovers together once again? 
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The long-running drama that 

scripted series to win an 
International Emmy Award.

*The series has been sold to over 80 countries translated into more than 50 languages.
( Available in select territories )

International
Emmy Awards

Seoul
International 

Drama Awards
2016

SPIINTL.COM
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Betrayal tears them apart,
revenge brings them together…
Ezel
Ömer, a young man returning from military service, is set up by his 

his own death and manages to escape. He re-creates himself as 
‘Ezel’, a high-end gambler who is outwardly a successful man, but 
inwardly driven by one thing - his determination to understand 
why the people he loved betrayed him, and take his revenge.

s

swas sold to around 100 countries. The series has been picked up for remakes by 
20th Century Fox, Televisa and Pro TV.
( Available in select territories )

Seoul
International 

Drama Awards 
2012

Golden Palm 
Awards

2019
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A riveting family saga starring 

brave and beautiful 

– vengeance. A family enmity that has transcended generations, pits

in town. Will Cesur’s master plan falter when he meets Tahsin’s beautiful
and intelligent daughter Sühan, or was it a part of the plan all along?

* The series has been sold to more than 60 countries.
( Available in select territories )

Seoul
International 

Drama Awards 

Silver Bird Prize
Best Serial 

Drama

Seoul
International 

Drama Awards 
Nominee: 

Best Director, Best 
Actor, Best Series Drama

International
Emmy Awards

2018 
Best Telenovela

Nominee
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s
Golden Palm 

Awards
2020

Best TV Series Actor

Beirut International 
Film Festival 

2019
Best International Actor 

kuzgun

be bribed by a notorious drug lord in exchange for his release. Having been set-
up by his crooked cop best friend, Rifat, who becomes the drug lord’s right-hand 
man, Kuzgun’s father is arrested and dies soon after. Tragedy strikes again when 

world trying to survive on the streets. 20 years later, Kuzgun is burning up with 
the desire to seek revenge on those who are responsible for his father’s death. 

to plan…until he runs into Dila, his childhood sweetheart and Rifat’s daughter. 
Will love defeat his unquenchable thirst for vengeance? Only time will tell. 

Can the power of love overcome 
a man’s thirst for vengeance? 

*The series has been sold to more than 35 countries.
( Available in select territories )

kuzGUN
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Seoul
International 

Drama Awards 
Best Actor 

(Kerem Bürsin)

Seoul
International 

Drama Awards  
Best Series 

Drama Nominee

Witness the power of love between 

heart of the city 
Heart of the City is the story of Ali, a handsome sailor, brought up aboard a 
cargo ship by Rauf, who saved him as a child after they were both witnesses 
to the murder of his mother – at the hands of his father. Rauf doesn’t 

his roots in Istanbul and face the trauma caused by his mother’s death, even 

and encounters the enchanting ballet dancer Derin. Ali immediately falls 
for Derin, chasing her deep in to the city to save a potentially disastrous 

*The series has been sold to many countries including; Chile, Georgia, Romania,
Iran and Iraq.
( Available in select territories )

SPIINTL.COM
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A gripping story of family secrets, 
betrayal, love, and deception

( Available in select territories )

A PART OF ME
A wealthy family is waiting for their older son to produce an heir. 

Elif. The young girl is in desperate need of money and easily 



MEHMED
Constantinople  has been besieged many times over the centuries;  but  neither the bulls were 
able to open  a  single breach in their  strong  walls,  nor did  the  giant chain  of  Golden  Horn 

only against the Byzantine Empire and the Christian  world  behind  him,  but also against  the 
greatest  opposition in  the  state,  Çandarli  Halil Pasha.  This great Sultan, far beyond his age, 
advances  by  his brilliant  intelligence,  his military  and strategic genius,  his belief in wisdom 
and  victory.  Two years after he  ascends the throne,  he conquers Constantinople - in just  
53 days. He carries out the biggest dream and prints his name in history. After that day Sultan 
Mehmed  Khan,  who is known as  Conqueror,  sets the foundations  of  a  great World Empire, 
which will govern the gate of a new age and control the continent for centuries

An epic historical recount of the life 
and accomplishments of The Conqueror, 

Fatih Sultan Mehmed
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( Available in select territories )
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A sweet little white lie can cause no harm, 
can it?
MY SWEET LIE
Nejat and his daughter Kayra live a happy life. He is a successful advertising executive but 
he always makes time for his daughter, the one true love in his life after his wife walked 
out on him. He goes to great lengths to  keep  this  a  secret from Kayra, letting her believe 
that she will one day return on  her birthday. One  day, while he is scouting locations for 
a commercial shoot, he happens to stumble upon a bakery run by Suna.  
Misunderstanding his intentions, she shoos him away, believing him to be a property 

location for his shoot, Suna feels  remorseful and decides to bake a cake for Nejat,  and  
tracks  him  down.  When she arrives - in  the  middle of  Kayra’s  birtday  party  - the little 
girl immediately jumps to  the inevitable  wrong  conclusion. But still unable to bring 
himself to disappoint his daughter,Nejat instinctively answers that yes, Suna is her mum.
And with that,the lies only get worse.
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( Available in select territories )
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( Available in select territories )
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my heart ıs ın aegean

night and day, they share one thing in common: Granny Iraz. Granny 
Iraz adopted two little girls who lost their families in the 1970 Gediz 
earthquake. The two girls grow up and get married. However, their 
husbands hate each other, their animosity towards one another 
growing with each passing day. The reason for this hatred: money, 
of course. Granny Iraz comes up with a plan to put an end to this 
hostility. She will enable the two children of these feuding families, 

leave her entire inheritance to them. Now, what can go wrong? 
( Available in select territories )

 The entertaining story of  two 
young people who get married to 

inherit the money of Grandma Iraz.
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life is good when you are in love

their creditors and to escape from their troubles due to their fraudulent 

ignites at that very moment. Zarife helps out the injured during this 
accident and she cures them with a healing ointment made from a plant 
can only be found in their village. Göçer family sees that this ointment 
has a miraculous healing power and they decide to chase after the 
formula... The love game starts with a bet and then transforms into the 
realest form of love. Can this plant also be a cure for the pain of LOVE?

( Available in select territories )

Two brothers fall in love with a 
girl from a village who does not 

believe in love.

SPIINTL.COM
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When a young girl tries to choose 
between open seas and safe harbors,
she starts questioning love...
love and prıde

neighborhoods of Istanbul city. There is Murat who is in love with Zeynep since childhood 
and there is Kenan who is a successor of one of the most rooted and richest families of 
Istanbul. Murat asks Zeynep for her hand in marriage and right after this proposal, Zeynep 
meets Kenan which leaves her at the crossroads about her decision... On one side there is 
a young man, Murat who is madly in love with her but she does not love him back... On the 
other side, there is Kenan from whom she tries to stay away but cannot resist his attraction... 
The hostility between Kenan and Murat gradually grows and Zeynep gets stuck in the middle 

and Murat?  

( Available in select territories )
SPIINTL.COM
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( Available in select territories )

The story of a mother and her children 
who were forced to migrate from the 
countryside to the city.
tıme of departure
Cennet is a strong woman who had faced and struggled with her life full of 
oppressions for many long years in Mardin city. She became a second-wife, 
mother and worker but she never rebels out against what she faces. There is 
only one goal on her mind, her kids should not live and share the same fate as 
she lives....When she learnt that her daughter is accepted into a university in 

are worth to something, now. However, this happiness will not last long, because 
her daughter was already sold to the richest man in the village. When she 
hears about this news, Cennet takes a leap of faith and makes up her mind. 
Now, there are only two choices for them, it is either death or running away...

SPIINTL.COM
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( Available in select territories )

swallow storm
When Ülfet gets pregnant out of  wedlock, she will have to give her 
son to his older brother, Kudret, during birth. In the meantime, 
Meryem, the wife of Kudret, also gives birth. Kudret puts Ülfet’s 
son next to his own child and says that the children are born twins. 

Meryem is aware of the truth. Not even Kudret who devised the 
entire plan can tell the boys apart. There’s only one person who 
knows the truth: Mother Fikret. For how much longer will she be 
able to keep this secret she has guarded with her whole heart? 

All secrets come out eventually 
and once they do, nothing will 

ever be the same.
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